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KIAC 2015 REVIEW– Another Successful Year in Arbitration
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In 2015, KIAC made
giant
strides
in
promoting the effective
use of Arbitration and
other alternative dispute
resolution
(ADR)
mechanisms in Rwanda
and beyond. According
to Dr. Masengo Fidèle,
2015 was a very
significant year with
many
milestones
recorded
that
undoubtedly contributed
t o
e n h a n c e d
cross-border
trade,
investment
and
improved access to
justice as well. Some of
the key achievements
include;
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Effective September
2014, KIAC introduced
and
launched
Professional Mediation
services under KIAC
Mediation Rules. This is
one of KIAC's strategies
to offer more diversified
d i s put e
r es o l ut io n
services to existing and
potential clients hence
reinforcing Rwanda’s
status
as
an
International Dispute
Resolution hub.

KIAC continued to
steadily register and
effectively
administer
cases amounting to 28
cases over the past
three years. This is an
incredible achievement
in arbitration matters
since it takes 3-5 years
for newly established
centers to register the
first case. Parties to
cases were from USA,
Italy, South Africa,
Kenya,
Pakistan,
Rwanda and Senegal.
With international cases
already under KIAC
administration, this is a
statement
of
confidence
that
Rwanda is playing a
key role in positioning
Africa on the market of
International Arbitration.
Worth noting is that
64% of the cases filed
involved
Government
of Rwanda as one of
the
Parties.
KIAC
awards were enforced
within 3-6 months.

KIAC 2015 review 3
continued
KIAC2015
Symposium

ADR Service
Diversification

Impressive
Arbitration
Caseload
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We believe the service
will
facilitate parties
to settle their own
disputes or small claims
without a protracted
hearing and an award.
The service is readily
available
at
an
affordable cost and
administered by KIAC’s
internationally
accredited Mediators.
Of all the 16
cases
that were registered for
mediation, only 4 cases
were filed, since both
parties had agreed to
mediate.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution Project
officially closed

KIAC Strategic Plan 2016-2020 Adopted
On a high note, we crowned the year with the
KIAC Board of Directors' adoption of the
Center’s Strategic plan (2016-2020) on
December 17th, 2015.
The adopted strategy has also introduced the
review of our existing Vision statement, Mission
statement and Core Values. These are as follows:

Delegates pose for a group photo shortly after the official opening of
KIAC's office premises

KIAC
marked
the
successful closure of
the Alternative Dispute
Resolution
Project
(ADRP) on July 31st
2015 at KIAC's newly
unveiled office located
in Nyarutarama.
Speaking during the
closing
ceremony,
Mr. Faustin Mbundu,
the Chairman of KIAC
Board of Directors, said
that the ADR Project
supported the operationalization of KIAC to
deliver efficient, timely
solutions
that
promoted Rwanda as
an international seat of
Arbitration
and
promoted KIAC as a

Vision
“To
be
the
leading
choice
international commercial arbitration
other ADR services”.

Centre of excellence for
ADR practitioners. He
was thankful to the support
from
the
Government of Rwanda
(GoR),
Investment
Climate
Facility for
Africa (ICF), Rwanda
Private
Sector
Federation (PSF) and
KIAC.

Mission
“To promote Rwanda as a venue of
efficient arbitration services and a Center of
excellence for research and training of
professionals in ADR”.
Key Guiding Principles: “our KIAC”

Hubert Hourizene, ICF
Project Director, said,
“KIAC complements the
efforts of ICF and the
Government of Rwanda
in easing access to
commercial
justice
which started 7 years
ago
with
the
modernization of and
establishment
of
commercial courts.”

For more information please
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and

K- Knowledge-sharing
I- Integrity
A-Accessibility
C-Clients-driven
This, together with the newly developed KIAC
Brand Manual, we believe that KIAC's brand
image will be reinforced among our
stakeholders in Rwanda and beyond. We
pledge our commitment to provide quality
service, consistent with the values and
standards of the Centre.
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2015 Review– KIAC Commitment to Capacity Building
markets in the region
and
beyond.
The
impressive
caseload
highlighted is a result of
an intensive awareness
campaigns
engaged
through
media,
seminars,
networking
and lobbying done at
local,
regional
and
International forums.

Adjudication Training
To meet the increasing
demand
for
Adjudication service in
the
construction
industry, for the first
time, KIAC in partnership with Kuala Lumpur
Regional Centre for
Arbitration
(KLRCA)
organised an intensive
training on Adjudication
in March 2015. Of the
55
trained
professionals, 27 were
certified
adjudicators
and are eligible to be
enrolled on the KLRCA
panel of adjudicators in
Malaysia and the KIAC
panel of Adjudicators.

Professionals during the Adjudication training by KIAC-KLRCA

One of KIAC’s core
attributions is training
and accreditation of
ADR
professionals,
which will consequently
stimulate demand for
Arbitration and ADR.
Arbitration Training
In 2015, KIAC, under
the Alternative Dispute
Resolution Project, focused on conducting
more
intensive
capacity
building
sessions leading to
accreditation at the
Associate level and
Membership level of the
Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators. By June
30th 2015, KIAC had

trained and
certified
260
arbitrators under the
Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators-UK; and we
are proud that KIAC’s
capacity
building
initiatives have led to
Rwanda ranking as the
3rd
country
in
Africa with the highest
number of accredited
arbitrators.
This
capacity
building
program
attracted
12
international
participants from the
region and one person
each from the United
States, Switzerland and
South Sudan, at their
own cost.
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According
to
the
Communication,
Perception and Impact
Assessment survey on
Arbitration and Other
Alternative
Dispute
Resolution
(ADR)
Services in Rwanda,
the
intensive
communication
campaigns conducted
and
messages
delivered by KIAC have
had a positive impact
on
perceptions
of
arbitration and other
ADR services. Findings
indicate
that
the
Perception
and
awareness of KIAC
increased to 96.4%
from 72.2% (baseline
2013).

Intensive Awareness
Campaigns
conducted
Over the year, KIAC's
visibility
was
augmented
as
the
preferred
venue for
Arbitration and ADR, in
local and international
Media and publications
across many emerging
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KIAC 3rd Annual Arbitration Symposium organised
As part of KIAC’s continuous efforts to
institutionalize
knowledge
sharing
on
Arbitration practice, KIAC organized the 3rd
Arbitration Symposium on 17th December
2015
at
LEMIGO
Hotel-Kigali.
The
symposium that was attended by over 30
participants was themed "Challenges,
Recognition and enforcement of a
foreign
arbitral
award:
comparative
experiences".

A cross section of professionals during the KIAC Annual
Symposium, December 2015

While opening the Symposium, the KIAC Secretary General (Ag.), Dr. Masengo Fidèle said, "the
Arbitration Award enforcement regime is one of the major aspects that guides parties and their
counsels to determine the seat of arbitration." Professionals therefore should discuss the challenges
a successful party may encounter in seeking the enforcement of an arbitral award.”
It was a memorable learning experience for participants who drew from the wealth of knowledge
from the international speakers that presided over the Symposium notably; Mr. Von Krause
Christophe (France); Chief Tinuade Oyekunle (Nigeria) and Barley Pillay, (Mauritius). Hon. Justice
KIBUKA M. Jean-Luc (Rwanda) and Mr. Ngoga Gakuba Thierry (Rwanda) shared their domestic
experience.
Speakers critically examined and shared their experiences on the challenges to international
arbitration awards, and enforcement of awards in different jurisdictions. Beyond addressing what is
required and the steps when seeking enforcement; speakers focused on how different jurisdictions
have dealt with the issue of public policy in practice. Questions from participants that had been submitted in advance were also discussed.
After fruitful discussions, Mr. Mbundu Faustin, the Chairman of KIAC Board of Directors
delivered closing remarks and thanked everyone for the valuable work done. He reiterated the fact
that the Symposium was a right venue where legal professionals and other people interested in
arbitration were given opportunity to discuss several issues relating to challenge, recognition and
enforcement of arbitration awards. He concluded his speech by reminding KIAC and other
stakeholders involved in arbitration to apply all good lessons learnt from the discussions in order to
improve the legislation and the practice on the matter regarding arbitration award and enforcement.
For more information please
annette.mbabazi@kiac.org.rw
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KIAC Visibility online Increased by 42%
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KIAC has continued to communicate to existing and potential stakeholders on the latest
developments in ADR using the website and online marketing alongside other traditional types of
advertising such as radio, television, newspapers and magazines, KIAC over the past year
focused on increasing the Centre's visibility online using the website, electronic mails and the
KIAC social network pages. We have recorded 42% increase in unique visitors to the website over
the past year and the highest number of visitors coming from US, China and Rwanda, as reflected
in the KIAC website statistics above.
Following KIAC's intensive communication efforts, in an effort to find out which channels were
effective in delivering KIAC's messages, stakeholders revealed events (64.2%), followed by the
Website(63.8%) and emails (60.6%) as the most effective. It was also revealed that if KIAC was to
was to alter its communication channels, the use of KIAC website (71.6%) was recommended
mostly. (2015 Perception, Communication, and Impact Assessment on Arbitration and other
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Services in Rwanda).
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annette.mbabazi@kiac.org.rw
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KIAC Golden Moments for 2015

The Ministry of Justice representative, Yankulije Odette
at the official inauguration of the KIAC new Office
premises, Nyarutarama

KIAC's new state of the art office premises in Nyarutarama

KIAC Mediation week was launched in partnership with
stakeholders during a Town hall meeting

Professionals during the exam on Module 2 leading to
Member of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (MCIArb)

Arbitration and Mediation sensitization was extended
to around 300,000 traaders attending the Civic
Education Programs- "Itorero" (Imbaturabukungu).
For more information please
annette.mbabazi@kiac.org.rw
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One of the participants at the Media Training gives
feedback during the message development session
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